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“Death of  a Transgender Woman is Called a Hate Crime (New York Times, Aug 2, 2008)”
   “Your grace, your grace, please wait.  May I try it on?  The slipper?”  (Cinderella)

I
  “Ms. Zapata’s badly beaten body” –   
I AM ALL WOMAN
   July 17
             I am I am I am 
she said, dying. 

 May her cool web of  words 
      be a shroud for her,
           in death adamantine.  

II
The body of  a woman,
White hills, white thighs –

 Oh, the white hills of  her breasts!
 and her gleaming, white thighs, moon-like!

III
“I am all woman” 
Ms. Zapata said –
      as if  to resurrect
            a final time 

the perfectly figured voluptuousity 
      of  her breasts, her cunt, 
        her thighs 

as she had resurrected them all her life 
out of  the cloistered corners of  her soul

   INTO SIMILAR VIOLENCE.

                 The life and resurrection.

As if  to toss into that dawn’s firecracker air 
       identity’s teased and wearied myriad components –
 chromosome, hormone, dream –

and show how, BEYOND ALL REASON
        they have fallen 
 into this,

a fantastic house of  cards,
all woman.

Fragile yes but beautiful immanent  
(A butterfly, this spring’s grandeur.)

Beyond all reason: therefore, beyond judgment.  
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IV
White hills, white thighs, she must have looked like a world, lying in surrender.

V 
“I am all woman”  she said –  
     (“…Ms. Zapata told him, according to the affidavit”)  
        as if  to warn her murderer 
         that even the atomic element 
                                          of  her being
        (the indivisible inviolate,
         the blush underside of  skin)
               was all woman
   (reality and dream)
that the body, 
         breathless, 
    mutilated 
   (breasts, cunt, and thigh unrecognizable,
   beyond insistence or resurrection), 
      STILL SINGS
As if  to say:
 (hypocrite lecteur, mon semblable, mon frère!) 
 You cannot remove from me by murder 
 the terror in yourself.  

I am all woman.
      “Mistah Kurtz – he dead”

VI
This is the way the world ends.  This is the way the world ends.  This is the way the world ends.

VII
Her voluptuous breasts, her cunt, her thighs: her tender face, her voice, her eyes.  
   (Oh, her voice, slow and sad!  Oh, the eyes of  absence!)

She was both the reality and the dream.
  And now 
     “I couldn’t fix her loneliness.”
   she is all dream.                  

            Cal Govern
5
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B&W Film S. Balaji Mani

Swim
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The Old School

Just outside Wigglesworth,
and below its dormered slate
roof  the gray sky above us,
the summer term over with
its heat, light, sun gone,
humidity replaced by rain;
we stood beside the bricks,
the corridor tunnel before
us, you headed through, out
to Mass. Ave., me returned
over gray macadam, puddles;
“Hi, Mr. Corbett.”  Your
retort: “You’re here!” as
you turned toward me then
awaiting the profound advice,
from teacher to student,
you said, “Get an umbrella!”  

      Daniel Picker
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Natane Tsuyu

Natane Tsuyu:
an unexpected rain, perhaps sleet, on a green spring day.
It embraces me with gray clouds. Flower buds shrivel,
turn brown like my grandfather’s toe nails.
The rain: the murder.

When I think about yellowish 
natane-flowers, I submerge in a glass of  fizzy

lemonade like a broken heart. Gutters bubble,
puddles reflect the magnolia trees, whose white petals with ocher edges—
frost bites—are pressed on a wet gravel path.
A brownish line is cut through the white 
petal even though I’m careful

careful as when I clean a pearl
blue contact lens. You sometimes
wear them instead of  your dragonfly eyeglasses.

I want to fall in love with your eyes,
thin blue layers over brown irises. My cheeks will dye pink with 
sky in the western horizon after natane tsuyu 

stops. Between your eyes and mine— 
always blue layers of  hesitation. 
         
         Naoko Fujimoto
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unknown Scot Frank

Namtso, Tibet
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Acrylic and Charcoal Dorian Dargan

Thinking, Man.
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Signifiers

Walk across the bridge while
the flatness of  grey and dark
close in; I want to know if  this
is the bridge that guy jumped off
in that book I read so long ago.
His name, I think, was with a Q–
you know what I’m talking about?

You do, but you don’t think so,
anyway.

Tell me about your life.
Go on,
 do it.
Tell me everything
like you haven’t already
Tell me about
 The boys you kissed until
 their pupils blew open and
 swallowed you whole
 with the amazement. And the beer.

 The skinny girls with full lips
 narrow boy hips and dykey haircuts
 who slam poetry against your bed
 cry out in cliché.

Drag on your cigarette, you
tortured artist.

Later the boy in a tight black shirt
tells us exactly how he feels.
 (Meanwhile, his drummer has removed his shirt)
We tell the boy that it’s okay,
that what he feels is normal.
That he isn’t alone.
We jump.

The ember outlines the shell
of  your fingernail, gesture
emphatic is the world I would use
but your voice is slow
and hoarse with swollen flesh.

I think of  your lips,
signifying nothing.

                 Anneke Schwob
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Photo Joseph M. O’Conner

boston public library
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Collage, Gesso, Watercolor Dorian Dargan

*La Palabra*
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Night City
After Elizabeth Bishop

While you were trying to reach me
I was crossing the great continent
in a tremendous mechanical bird,
looking down at the sodium-lit
beads glitter in the dark, like pearls;
they were strung the way suction cups
are littered on an octopus’s tentacle
undulating this way and that
as the city grasped the darkness,
silky, silent, holy and primal in some way
I cannot understand. We fly
across the great, gritty city of
Chicago growing bacterial
over its unerring grid, laid out and planned
the way a circuit board might be;
electricity sparking along the molten lead
to transistors and capacitors, traffic and skyscrapers,

ready to surprise me from behind an
unknown corner, a dynamite Hello!
and a familiar extended hand.
The lake–its darker double,
forgotten bowel, rotten with constipation
rivers suffer as our second intestines;
they absorb light (they never reflect in the dark),
they absorb the bridges that we threw across
to keep them captive and choke from
necklaces of  lights laced around them,
pinching in like the ends of  sausage casings.
The cabin light’s turned on.
The window I’ve been looking through became
a mirror. I see myself.
I see myself  double-exposed in the landscape.
I look and look and tremble in the light. 

      
       Seohyung Kim
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Extreme Makeover, Orange

No one complains
when an orange has orange-peel skin,
the thick, dimpled pulp
protecting its inner juiciness.
No one measures an orange 
around its nine-inch waist,
computing the ratio of  waist-to-pips,
decrying its roundness,
advising that it roll around the floor,
twenty minutes a session, three times a week,
to achieve a more healthful carrot shape.
No one suggests an orange
might look better in another color.
An orange is allowed
to be
an orange.

          Mary Agnes Mullowney
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Digital Poster Roberto Perez-Franco

Pixbaes
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Yesica GuerraOil Paint, Rusted Nails, Pencil, Ink, Coffee, and Transfer Letters

Deeply bruised
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Color

My grandmother
was a woman of color
who passed for white
but when rocking a child might forget and croon
the Miqmac word for “little one” – ni ji’j
Or, in waning years, plait her hip-length silver hair in tribal fashion
Before a faded mirror’d bureau 
(“come, it did, like she, up from Newfoundland”) 
holy cards tucked along its edge, 
Her beloved Pedro Claver, 
The first mulatto saint.
Praying to him that she, too, 
might be allowed into heaven. 

        Mary Agnes Mullowney
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Mother Earth

Charcoal and Color Pastel Deepa Rao
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Digital Albert Lee

Silkscreen Concept 1
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Anniversary
  

Dorn. Masao. 
Ten years ago 
today we were snowshoeing in the Rockies, 
climbing to eleven, twelve thousand feet, 
on our way to a cabin 
we’d heard about.  

Flyer beat us there. Flyer, 
the salty cook in a ski resort, not a skier, 
a smoker, heckler; his sweet girlfriend Jen,  
their Alaskan hound tied up by the kitchen every night  
until midnight, when the last drunk said finally 
I’m cold folding.  

Snow takes care of  formalities. 
But there wasn’t enough time to find out 
what we wanted to talk about, 
in the way I will never, in my city life, 
see a streetlight all the way home,  
never stand by it and its frailty. 

        Ariana Kelly
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Hesse in Progress
 
Maximizing My Potential, I Spent the Evening Alone in a Sand-
box

 She sighs the sigh of  a woman fed-up and then steps on the gas.

“A Cursory Review of  Where It All Went Wrong” or “Hanging on 
the Wall of  the Contemporary Museum of  Art”

A Rawlings outfielder’s glove, style number “6592,” “U.S. Pat. No. 
3.602.915” with an Andre Dawson signature, a “holDster” for my 
pointer finger, and “Edge-U-Cated Heel,” “Basket-Web,” and “‘Deep 
Well’ Pocket.” Underneath Andre Dawson’s name I wrote “Sucks” out 
of  the mocking peer-pressure I received for having the glove of  a non-
New York City player—it was given to me as a gift from my mother’s 
boyfriend at the time. 

Convertible

Tara brakes hard on a yellow to red—there are cameras everywhere—
and looks over the top of  her leaden, Jackie O. sunglasses and feigns a 
smirk that says she knows I’m full of  shit. 

I am full of  shit.
The bulk of  her Cadillac rocks to the rhythm of  maximized 

cylinders. 
We pull into a gated industrial complex in Burbank—my first time 

at a movie screening.  
In a matter of  minutes, the forty-seat theater is filled with people 

who all know each other. I am the answer to the “Who is he?” question. 
When someone asks if  the seat to my left is taken, I am unsure of  the 
answer and volley a few yeses and nos before Tara, leaning across my 
lap, nods No.

Numbers fill the screen. 
Hesse. 
The very first scene is that of  a wild head of  windswept hair topped 

by a fur-lined hat and the camera pulls focus to reveal Eva walking the 
streets of  Washington Heights in New York City. The film quality is 
grainy and the scene—like an early seventies PBS Masterpiece Theatre 

external shot—in the middle of  a winter day—no leaves on the trees 
and Eva is wrapped in a tattered overcoat. The image is impressive, 
if  only for the fact that the film crew was capable of  clearing blocks 
of  New York City of  people. The camera matches Eva’s walking pace, 
joggled and jarring and drunken, and the only sound is that of  shoes 
on pavement seemingly dubbed into the soundtrack—crunchy, distant, 
and unmatching. As Eva passes, someone, a vagrant, steps out of  a 
liquor store and yells a syphilitic pun of  her name, “Evil,” and then a 
window opens and an expungent, painted mouth yells her name, and 
then another person steps out of  a door, and then another, and another, 
all calling her name—or some play on her name—until the street is full 
of  people screaming but not approaching her. She continues, unfazed, 
specter-like. 

The opening credits.
The film progresses with a regular staccato of  imbalances—

beautiful images juxtaposed with the mundane, the art of  making art 
versus the trite story of  a woman beating back the conventions and the 
establishment, the story of  desperation and depression modified by a 
husband’s shadow, and a lot of  images of  the title character roaming the 
Bowery like a 60’s version of  Camille Claudelle. I am absorbed by Eva 
making her art—the phallic, floppy, stranded symbolism of  it all—but 
couldn’t care less about her real life: her husband, separation, lover, 
family, breaking of  tradition...the story suffers from plot—and just like 
my life, or any life, the dream in oddities, eccentricities, absurdities is 
preferable to the reality. 

The woman who portrays Hesse is good, and her death by brain 
tumor is one of  the better death by brain tumor scenes of  recent 
memory (I try not to laugh)—a solemn, defeated face covering wild, 
agonizing eyes.  

The end.
Overall, the weird silence of  the film makes it more poignant 

without the addition of  a score.
After the movie finishes, a woman, mid-thirties in clunky brown 

boots, tough-guy demeanor, breasts of  muscle through a blue oxford 
shirt, Khaki pants, nerdy eyeglasses on a round face that makes her look 
like a young man, a beautiful, fit young man, comes over to Tara. Their 
conversation escapes me in its hushed tones but Tara then introduces me 
to her director.  Carla grips my hand and I find her strength disarming, 
emasculating. 
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“This is William Eivers. He writes for the —” I’m about to 
correct her with I’ve published “one” story in the — but “Nice 
to meet you, Mr. Eivers.” The “Mr. Eivers” makes me feel old. I say, 
“Same here. Your movie is really engaging.”

“Engaging, huh? Thank you.”
Tara smiles at me.
I am obvious.

Making My Way to Her Gate

We drive to a French restaurant that Tara frequents. She knows 
the host, says he’s also the owner—he is shockingly, yet embracingly 
flamboyant, and he flirts with both of  us. 

“So, now tell me. Honestly.”
“Ah, the rub.”
“I need a critical response. You are a writer and a critic. Tell me. Tell 

me what you think.”
“I’m not much of  the critic.”
“Bullshit.” She sips her wine, “You’re a fucking college professor.”
“I teach creative writing.”
“Okay then, as a writer, what do you think?”
“I like it.”
“No you don’t. I can tell.”
“That’s not true. I do like it.”
“Can we stop with the simple, monosyllabic responses and move 

to a complex analysis. I’ve been nursing this idea since college and 
developed the script with Carla...”

“The director?”
“And I really wanted to capture the mind of  the artist. Not just how 

she behaved but how she made art, how she was art.”
“You choose a good example to reflect your ideas.”
“She was driven by her past, by Germany, and the forms, her 

sculptures are all informed by her history and psyche and Jewishness. 
That is why I’m asking you.”

“Again, I...”
“Opinion!”
“I thought that your dream images...your search for the soul of  

Eva and her art-making was innovative. It has that European cinema 
pastiche quality. It’s the rest that I can’t quite relate to. You review, too 
briefly, both her upbringing and the turning, the escape from the past, 

but you are relying on conventions of  story telling to tell a story about a 
person that isn’t, wasn’t, well, quite conventional.”

“Less story, more soul.”
“Depends on what you mean by ‘soul.’ But I really don’t know. I 

mean, the visual things—I know story, I think. That’s what I’m talking 
about; and even so... I suppose ‘soul’ like the Russian use of  ‘soul.’”

“‘Russian soul?’”
“I suppose.”
“‘Less artifice and more art’ I keep saying to myself,” she says.
“And what does your director think?”
“She’s too wrapped up in making Eva a feminist icon. I couldn’t 

give a shit about making a feminist statement or turning her into an icon. 
I just want to tell a good story, make a good movie, try to do something 
original.” She pauses and looks into me and past me at the same time. “I 
hate all of  this.” Part of  me suspects that she’s drunk, but another part 
of  me thinks that her contacting me, her interest in my opinion based on 
one meeting and a friend’s review of  me is that she, like me, is struggling 
to find her voice; and no matter how trite the depiction of  this search 
is, the same search that she tries to depict in her film, and no matter the 
language, the words used to describe the reason to wake in the morning, 
or lack of, we may be kindred in our torture of  exposition and desire to 
find a task to complete.

Upon Closing the Gate

Watching her drive the Cadillac makes her appear smaller than she 
already is, but the heft of  the car rumbling down Venice Blvd. makes 
her seem tough, self-reliant. There is a masculine air to her performance 
as chauffeur and I am drawn to her sense of  control, this power of  little 
woman over heavy machine. 

I don’t even remember what I had for dinner, if  I even ate, and her 
thin lips and Cheshire smile, painted wine with wine stained teeth all 
moving to justify her self  and her endeavor, make me want to kiss her, 
but kiss her quickly, as if  I could steal something from her, and run like 
a child-thief  from a deli.

When she pulls up to my yellowing house—a house I’ve been 
renting from an aged widow for well below the absurdly high rents—she 
comments on the overgrowth of  flora and maybe some vagrant fauna. 

Looking at the hibiscus tree covered in whitefly, “I’m not quite old 
enough to garden,” I say. 
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As I turn around to wish her a good night, her face, like a moon in 
front of  mine, kisses me, not passionately, not desperately, but lovingly 
as if  I’ve known her for years.

Lifting her face, eclipsing the light of  my neighbor’s house across 
the street, she kisses my eyes, my forehead.  

I close the heavy door of  her car, feeling the latch grab the bulk, 
and I smile. 

I feel used.

I Failed and Formulated a New Agenda

I remember asking my father to read Curious George every night 
at bedtime. I remember him reading to me about the monkey that finds 
himself  in the most precarious of  situations. I remember the monkey 
being reprimanded, punished and spanked. I remember my father’s beard, 
soft as he kisses my cheek before shutting off  the lights. I remember 
watching him watch television on Saturday afternoons, The Wide World 
of  Sports, and watching him nap, stretched out on the couch, arms 
behind his head. I remember his duffle bag and the heavy lock that 
hung from the clasp. I remember his running sneakers and the rubber 
sole separating from the heel and every time he took a step it was like a 
cartoon character opening and closing its mouth. I remember his record 
collection organized in milk crates. I remember his sunglasses perched 
halfway down his crooked nose. I remember his perfectly polished car, a 
Triumph, and his leather driving gloves, his finger tips poking through. 
I remember him calling me Bebop and I never questioned what the 
nickname meant. I remember so much about him but I can’t remember 
the truth.

The Weight of  Having No Balls

I tug the band from my hair—too curly, not attractive at all—no 
lipstick, no blush—an unbleachable stain on the pocket of  my blouse. If  
I could only brush my teeth right now—look how yellow they are—and 
my shoes, these dowdy, clunky shoes. What I would do for something 
pretty to wear, to burn this uniform, these rags of  conformity, to slip 
into something formfitting because if  there is anything attractive about 
me it is my body and I wish I could show it off...

Chanie enters my office [—an office I share with two adjunct 
professors— ] a combination of  childlike and diva. She hasn’t changed, 

maybe a little thinner, dressed a little riskier for a modest girl. Her 
kinky, curly hair is in a soft knot. A leather book bag is slung over her 
shoulder, across her breasts, her white bra clearly defined through her 
white shirt. My stomach sinks from my remembered attraction to her, 
an attraction she caught and tossed back at me with coy, all-knowing 
smiles, as she would leave my classroom. I scratch the back of  my head 
and look away with a paralyzed half  smile. Again, I am caught off  guard 
by her form. She enters, flowered print skirt at her knees, bare stretch of  
calf, sandals revealing painted toes. I look away again, nodding, feigning 
assuredness.

“Still a barren office,” she says in reference to a few scattered 
anthologies and a comic book poster on the wall.

“I never have the time to decorate,” I say.
She chuckles as if  she knows that I have nothing but time.
She opens her bag and procures two sandwiches wrapped in wax 

paper. “I hope I’m not being so bold as to suspect that you haven’t eaten 
any lunch.”

“You are right, I haven’t.”
“Here, take a seat” and I bring my chair around the desk so as to 

sit near her.
I’m always very distant from my students, especially the attractive 

ones, but from the first day of  meeting Chanie as a freshman, wearing 
her religiosity in dark tones but counterbalancing it with a perky smile 
and perfect teeth, I let my guard down. She was safe, pious, and soon, I 
found out, quite intelligent, smarter than I and a damn fine writer.

“Tuna on rye. Your favorite,” she says as she crosses her legs and 
leans forward and places the gift on my desk.

“How did you know?”
“You told me,” but I don’t remember telling her. In fact, the extent 

of  all our conversations revolved around her work and Judaism. I 
must’ve slipped this tidbit of  personal taste in there.

“The offices are so much smaller here than they are at UCLA. You 
guys should complain,” she says, inciting nonaction.

“You’ll notice, no one is ever here.”
“Your accommodations rival your interests. Perhaps an improvement 

in space would boost morale.”
“Oh, it’s not that bad,” I have to say, as if  the administration has 

bugged my office. Even at my comparatively young age, I’ve developed 
that academic paranoia that all college professors wear on their blazers.
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“What brings you back?”
“I’m just trying to get my transcripts in order—a grade is missing 

from my file. I’m taking a year off  to apply to graduate school.”
“Writing?”
“I’m not sure yet, but it will be English...or writing,” and she tucks 

a loose strand of  hair behind her ear. This little action is very charming 
and although I am wearing a professional facade and talking in adult 
tones—an opaque facade—I am drawn to watching her, staring at 
her. Tara’s kiss had reawakened something in me. I was becoming that 
creature driven and derided by sexuality, that creature that I brought to 
the city of  vanity in order to repress it, hide it, lock it in a house. We sit 
in silence for a minute or two—feels like ten or twelve minutes. Finally, 
she just smirks and looks away.

“Well, I’m glad to see that you are doing well,” I say.
“I’m doing well.”
“Good.” 
Another pause.
“Did you read about the protests they’re having in Spain?”
“No, I haven’t been reading the news,” I’m surprised by my answer, 

but it is true. What have I been doing?
“A Spanish journalist asked the president about the possibility of  

Europe influencing or changing the United States on issues such as the 
death penalty. He, of  course, says no. He says the will of  the majority 
rules in America. And the reporter responds with, ‘If  it were to be the 
will of  the majority then you wouldn’t be president,’” she enjoys telling 
me this. She knows how rankled I become over politics, especially over 
empty rhetoric.

“Wonderfully impudent,” I say.
“Only in Europe,” she says with a sigh. “They’re much wittier than 

we.”
Her hands were gripping the unwrapped sandwich on her lap. 
“Do you have a game tonight? I see that you have your baseball 

glove,” she nods in the direction of  my backpack, my glove strapped to 
the shoulder loop.

“Yeah, I do. I’m already an old man trying to recapture my youth.”
“You’re not an old man...yet.”
Another silence. They are becoming less and less awkward.
“Maybe I’ll come and watch you play one of  these days.”
“I would love that.” I probably shouldn’t have said “love.”

“Well, I can’t come tonight. So, maybe next game?”
“Please do. Maybe we could...”
“What?”
“I don’t know. Maybe we could get a cup of  coffee afterwards.” I’m 

an idiot.
“That would be great. Till then.”
“Till then.”
She gets up and as she turns to leave, “Or maybe I’ll catch you 

online before then,” she says with her back to me.
“Okay.”
She turns back to face me from the door—my door has been open 

this whole time—her eyes wide, suggesting, “You know, you could 
always send me an instant message if  I don’t see you first.”

This strikes me as remarkably juvenile and I don’t know what to say, 
“Okay, sure.”

“What I mean is, this doesn’t have to be student and teacher 
relationship anymore. You could take a step toward me as well.”

My sleeve is rolled up beyond my elbow and I pull the exposed 
arm behind the counter. “Eva, I like your wrist watch,” he says. “Mickey 
Mouse. Cute,” and he leaves.    

            
             Brian Katz
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Photo Joseph M. O’Conner

cows
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Photo Alexandra C. Mulcahy

Hand-carved ceremonial mask. Bali, Indonesia. 2005.
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Weather Patterns

Does the heart ever grow accustomed
to its load, a person to her measure?
I’ve taken it until I’ve grown dumb

as winter, which never made much of  pleasure
anyway. You know you’re turning into 
your mother, watching footage of  natural disasters, 

finding fault with the weather for making do
without you. I’m buried deep in a bird’s eye
point of  view, too taken in to ever really be through.

Does this account for the blizzard in July?
For why a feeling failed to take hold?
The boy with a book about oceans waves goodbye.

It must be the climate of  our age to say, all told,
we’re doing well, though - it’s true - we’ve grown cold.

      
                 Ariana Kelly
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36 Accidents

Coffee and Glue Yesica Guerra
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Eirini KasioumiDigital Photo

Loop 35o 24o
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To Thoor Ballylee

I hired a hack or cab
or taxi from Gort? After
by a day at least Coole
Park where I walked up
‘neath those leaning trees
and through the great canopy,
and winding over sandy trails
to Lough in sun, rocks
by beach, white birds
far off...but to Thoor
Ballylee I rode up hilly
winding country road
slowing for some sheep,
with an Irish driver happy
to accommodate me:
“Take your time, all
the time you need.”  Up those
winding stairs I wound
in Yeats’s Norman Tower,
home for George Hyde Lees
his wife, with a thatched cottage
beside: old thick roof
to keep rain off  on soft morn,

but far above I peered down
through fortress windows cut
in stone to deep lush thick green
pasture between the trees
in air above where sheep
did graze...Thoor Ballylee
Thoor Ballylee home to Yeats 
and George Hyde Lees carved
in stone too below, and did
his specter linger here
up that winding stair climbing
up to room in air, here
where he lived above, winding
in his gyre like a falcon
circling in sky oft pale
blue, or gray with rain
falling over lush summer green
grass as thick as maiden’s hair:
“Does the imagination dwell the most
Upon a woman won or woman lost?”
Maude’s wavy tresses–      
    
     Daniel Picker
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Pen and Ink Zameer Basrai

Herd Mentality
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Watercolor Leah “Li” Brunetto

A Shift of  Power
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Lack-a-day

It is easier to notice the lack of  something
than to know what is lacking.
The sudden absence of  wind against
bare-rattle branches is its own sound.

quelque chose

The pace of  aimlessness, a sliding beat,
rise and then a sharp descant.
The cessation of  something that was better off
continued. Paused on the edge of–

j’ai besoin de

The windows of  the Café de Paris–
where they serve their café au lait in styrofoam
into your chapped attendant hands–are barred
with breath and dirt.

(There are things I won’t give you.)

Love notes written in grime are washed away
by the rain.
Across a four-lane highway, where they
forget where they were headed.
          
 
       Anneke Schwob
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Untitled triptych. 2007.

Digital Illustration Alexandra C. Mulcahy
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Ink and Paper Deepa Rao

Watch Cat
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The Last Trees for Them
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Acrylic, Pencil, Ink, Photographs, and Tape Yesica Guerra
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Acrylic on canvas Nina Kim

Competition
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A Battery

My grandfather spent his last months at a hospital.
Two nurses treated him when his toenails
festered, when his jaw hardened 
because my grandmother spent an extra
ninety-seven dollars every day. She refused 

the rationale: when a baby zebra cannot walk,

it dies on the savannah. It becomes bones and returns to the earth.

Even a student knows this.
And my mother missed teaching them. Instead, she watched a homeless

man from the hospital window. He slept on a bench
all afternoon. When he was hungry,
he found tobacco in the public ashtrays. He needed 
that bench. Not some bowl of  noodles.

Once, my grandfather talked about a friend.

They went to a French restaurant and ordered 
champagne because they could not read French. They toasted
first glasses, shared two cigars. 

During the war, his friend died two 
miles off  the Philippine coast.      In China,
my grandfather received
a letter from Japan; “Don’t eat meat.”
He saw malnourished men smoking
morphine in the coldest winters. They dragged
dead bodies. A man 
stopped. His thighs were broken in half  and fell
down to the ground. His last breath into the night.

My grandfather was attached to three 
tubes. His mouth was open wide, inhaling

no air. My grandmother asked for an oxygen mask.

The two nurses said, “If  he has a surgery to open
his navel, they can connect two more tubes. Then he will live.”

The next room; a man slept.
his wife wanted the battery
changed in his pacemaker. His brain was dead.

A battery will keep his heart pumping for the next seven years

into dreams and dreams.    

                  Naoko Fujimoto
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unknown Dheera Venkatraman

The life of  children (Kashi, Xinjiang, China)
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Commedia

And yes I remember when I took your hand–  we ran through endless streets that
ended before us in crumbling and rotten brick, fetid water overflowing that goes at your
feet with licks like the Man, the pervert by the Academia eating at his lips with nervous
bites and mumbles of  the coming apocalypse. His eyes are dark as Punch but he’ll do you
a trick, if  you ask. Wouldn’t you like him to trick you?  In the summer the
water is empty green like milk glass and the dissolved calcium of  drowned bones,
reflecting nothing. I will pull you to myself  and we will sink into the heaviness. The
seaweed will strip the mask from your face–you aren’t my Columbina–while the dead
sailors move against each other in the muck and say, Che bella.

           

                 Anneke Schwob
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B&W Film and Digital Printing Keiko Hiromi

Ballroom Dance 1
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“Don’t”

The house that I was born in wasn’t spectacular. It was, well, 
just grey and huge. Grey windows, grey driveway, grey verandas. 
In short, even my grandfather’s pickup was grey. But it’s not 
the greyness that I remember but the number of  “don’ts” that 
seemed to be written over every grey wall, in every sentence that 
was uttered in the house and in every step that was taken.

Don’t go outside alone. That was the first “don’t” that 
I remembered. My father would explain that I had to go with 
somebody, even if  I was going to play outside in the grounds. 
The girl next door had been kidnapped some weeks ago and she 
had been just like me, with an outspoken father as a politician and 
a family as a target. We’re just concerned about you, he would 
tell me. Initially, it just seemed unfair as my brothers would slink 
out alone, trying to shake me off  and would explore every nook 
and cranny of  the gardens, creating make-believe forests by 
planting plastic animals in the bushes and conducting GI Joe-like 
missions with their plastic water guns. Some days I would follow 
them, willing to fill their water guns as long as I could be outside, 
running on the hard grounds and hiding behind the huge trees that 
shrouded the gardens in darkness at all times of  the day. And then 
one day, I left them both alone and spent the entire day barefoot, 
with a shovel in my hand, sifting through the dry, wrinkled earth 
and happy with it all. I dug up plants, squished every ant I could 
see and just kept shoveling. Shovel. Laugh. Shovel again. Laugh. 
But the don’ts rose up again. The day ended with me smashing my 
big toe as I shoveled crazily. I cried while my mother shouted at

 me. Didn’t I tell you not to go outside alone? We were so worried. 
Don’t do it again. Don’t …. Don’t.

Don’t talk to x,y and z was another of  my parents’ cardinal 
rules. My father’s forays into politics meant that while he talked, 
his family remained mute. So, I wasn’t even to talk to Sameena, 
the cleaning lady, who came everyday and told me all the stories 
she had read in the newspaper, about the man who claimed he 
could talk to spirits and the woman with fifteen babies, who all 
had names that rhymed. She told me that if  my left eye twitched, 
it meant trouble and if  I wanted good fortune I should collect 
rain water in a steel bowl and drink it every morning for ten days. 
My parents thought she was filling my head with nonsense but 
it delighted me as I imagined the woman with fifteen babies, 
with names like Eena, Meena, Sheena, Veena, Deena and I 
surreptitiously collected rainwater in a steel bowl, hiding it under 
my bed, lapping it up every day. On the tenth day, I waited and 
waited but nothing happened. Didn’t I tell you it’s all nonsense? 
My mother claimed before sweeping away to attend the countless 
committee parties that she was invited to. Don’t listen to Sameena, 
she repeated again. Another don’t that I should have listened to.

Don’t leave your hair untied when you go to school. Don’t 
talk to the driver about anything, especially politics. Don’t wear 
those cheap hair pins to school. Remember you represent your 
father. Don’t. ……Don’t. The list went on and then some days I 
wondered how they would react if  I left my hair untied, all tangled 
and curly and floated around with a pink feather in my hair (like 
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the picture that Sameena had told me she had seen). I would wear 
the gaudiest hair pins with crazy dragons and moths on them, 
unlike the dainty butterfly clips that my mother used to stick on 
my head when I was young. And I would talk to everybody and 
ask all the questions that I wanted to. I’d ask my driver about 
his moustache that stretched from one cheek to the other in a 
perfectly straight line and looked painted on and I’d ask Sameena 
about the guy who could talk to spirits and if  I could meet him. 
Then I would take a huge paint brush and paint over all the grey. 
I’d splash it with every color until pink meshed with orange, 
orange with red, red with blue. The colors would swirl, drain over 
the walls, the windows, the verandas, washing the greyness, the 
dust and the “don’ts” away. The don’ts would disappear letter by 

letter drowning in the vividness of  it all, while I would stand there 
with a feather in my hair and the dragons on my head blazing 
as fiercely as the colors. The colors would wash over my father, 
until his politics would disappear in a cloud and my mother would 
stand there, with a golden-red smile instead of  the grey frown that 
creased her forehead whenever some more people threatened my 
father over his views. 

I would dream and dream of  it all, not caring as the “Don’ts” 
fell from my mother’s lips and on my head. 

I would just keep on dreaming. 
After all, they had yet to say, Don’t dream.
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   Minah Shahbaz
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